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PREFACE 

Because the author also serves as the editorial 

adviser for The Daily O'Collegian, precautions were taken 

to avoid a conflict of interest and ensure the accuracy of 

this endeavor to analyze coverage of campus issues in 

academic year 1989-90. 

First, the study omits the adviser's role in the 

coverage so that observations would not be misconstrued as 

the author's opinions or inferences. Information in the 

thesis is based on published reports and personal 

interviews except for that under discussion headings. For 

the record, however, the adviser's role in the coverage was 

merely in an advisory capacity to encourage aggressive but 

responsible and ethical coverage of the issues. 

To ensure accuracy in the study, the author used the 

advice and consultation of journalism faculty and other 

respected journalists in coding information and analyzing 

stories. 

As a result, I am confident the effort provides as 

accurate assessment of coverage as possible. Accuracy was 

of utmost importance because a major purpose of this study 

is to use its results in evaluating the O'Collegian staff's 

performance and in educating future staffs. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The pages of The Daily O'Collegian, the student news

paper at Oklahoma State University, were dominated in aca

demic year 1989-90 with coverage of two controversial 

events. 

The first issue to make headlines occurred when OSU's 

governing body, the Board of Regents for the Oklahoma state 

University and Agricultural and Mechanical Colleges, voted -

unanimously on a motion that would cause the movie, "The 

Last Temptation of Christ," "to not be shown on the osu 

campus" while the Board deliberated on various issues. 1 

The second event surfaced when the O'Collegian 

reported that the university president reinstated seven 

athletes who were academically ineligible to stay in 

school. 

The O'Collegian's extensive coverage of both events 

won national and regional awards for journalism excellence. 

However, some critics said the coverage projected too much 

negative news about the university and was unfair to uni

versity administrators and regents. 

The purpose of this research is to determine by con

tent analysis if stories about the topics were slanted or 
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contained bias concerning university officials, administra-

tors and regents. 

Background 

Oklahoma State University reached a milestone in 1990. 
' 

The university observed its 100th birthday and celebrated 

the 1989-90 centennial year with a myriad of activities 

that included visits by President George Bush and former 

Presidents Gerald Ford and Jimmy Carter. 

But major headlines told of controversy and conflict 

when two unrelated events unfolded in the fall 1989 and 

spring 1990 semesters. Both made major impacts on campus, 

the state Capitol, the governor's office and Oklahomans in 

general. 

The first occurred in fall 1989 when university 

regents attempted to block the campus showing of the movie, 

"The Last Temptation of Christ." Campus turmoil caused by 

the controversy included faculty and student protests, 

intervention by state-government officials and the American 

Civil Liberties Union, a lawsuit filed against the univer-

sity and its regents for prior restraint of First Amendment 

rights, and an injunction hearing in federal court. After 

the regents later decided in a split vote to allow the 

movie to be shown, the chief executive officer resigned at 

the end of an emotion-filled meeting. 

Needless to say, coverage of the events filled the 

pages of The Daily O'Collegian. 
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The O'Collegian published 41 front-page news stories 

in the six weeks of controversy, devoted most of its edito

rial pages ,to the issue and printed a special edition the 

Saturday morning of homecoming when the regents decided the 

previous night to allow the film to be shown. 

Follow-up coverage continued periodically through the 

following months and again regularly when some administra

tors and faculty proposed a freedom of expression policy in 

fall 1990 to establish procedures.that would prevent a 

recurrence of the movie controversy. It was adopted in 

January 1991. 

In a campus lecture six months after the "Last Tempta

tion" was shown, Jean otto, past national president of the 

Society of Professional Journalists and a founder of the 

First Amendment Congress, said she "read every word" of the 

movie's coverage in the O'Collegian. 2 She called it a 

"compelling story, from the first report that the movie 

might not be shown on campus to the dismissal of the suit 

because the university agreed to the showing and the resig

nation of the regents' chief executive officer. 113 

The second major story occurred in spring 1990 when 

the .o'Collegian broke a story that the university president 

had reinstated seven athletes who were academically ineli

gible to remain in school. The O'Collegian scooped local 

and state professional media on the story and continued to 

break stories with 23 articles of running coverage. 
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After the O'Colleqian printed the first accounts of 

what had transpired, the governor called for an investiga

tion of the president's actions, and the general faculty 

and Student Government Association called for the presi

dent's resignation. Six weeks later, the investigation 

ended with the regents reprimanding but retaining the pres

ident. However, the issue provoked new policies and proce

dures to p~event a recurrence. 

Also in the aftermath, the State Regents for Higher 

Education proposed a 11 no pass, no play'' rule for all col

lege students involved ·in extracurricular activities and 

conducted hearings statewide the next several months. 

The regents eventually adopted a measure 11 months 

later that will require all Oklahoma college students to 

maintain a 2.0 grade point average to be in good academic 

standing. More than 16.0,000 students at Oklahoma's col

leges and universities' will be affected by the toughened 

retention standards. 4 

The O'Colleqian used its stories about the two contro

versies as a basis to gather 10 national awards for jour

nalism excellence and 28 regional awards from the Society 

of Professional Journalists and Southwestern Jou~nalism 

Congress. 

Among the O'Colleqi~n's national honors were a 

regional Pacemaker Award, considered the Pulitzer Prize for 

college journalism, and an All-American rating from the 

Associated College Press. The newspaper's performances in 
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monthly competitions in the 31st annual William Randolph 

Hearst Foundation's Journalism Awards Program earned. the 

OSU School of Journalism and Broadcasting in 1989-90 an 

eighth-place ranking nationally out of 89 accredited jour

nalism schools. 

Also, Robert Ridenour, a May 1990 graduate who 

authored the stories'about the rein~tatement of the failing 

athletes, was named first runner-up for u. Foundation's 
' 

College Journalist of the Year. He received the award in 

Washington, D.C., 'at the national convention of the Associ-

ated Collegiate Press and College Media Advisers. 

Judge Tom Rolnicki, executive director of Associated 

College Press, said: "Ridenour's tenacious reporting, 

clear writing and careful editing paid off in this story 

about the abuse of power. He got his story in the best 

tradition of newspaper 'watchdog' journalism and alerted 

his readers to an important situation at his university. 115 

Ridenour's stories also earned regional awards from 

the Society of Professional Journalists and Southwestern 

Journalism Congress, and he was the recipient of the E.K. 

Gaylord Award given annually by the Oklahoma City Gridiron 

Foundation for investigative reporting. 

Also, staff writer Matt Maile's coverage of a regents 

meeting about the reinstatements earned a 13th-place award 

in the Hearst contest for news writing. 
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And the O'Collegian's total coverage of the reinstate

ments won the annual Public Service Contest sponsored by 

the Southwestern Journalism Congress. 

In "The Last Temptation" coverage, staff writer Todd 

Knott won seventh in Hearst and firsts in SPJ and SWJC for 

news writing. 

Editorial writing on the subject earned Kelly Kurt a 

ninth in Hearst, Ridenour a first in SPJ and second in 

SWJC, and Andy Richardson a third in SPJ. 

The news staff received a third in in-depth coverage 

from SWJC. 

In her lecture on campus, First Amendment rights advo

cate Otto said: "The O'Collegian is to be commended. It 

aired the issue fully and fairly. It showed maturity and 

judgment. And courage." 6 

The O'Collegian also won. second in sweepstakes honors 

at the SWJC in 1989 and third in 1990. It was named the 

third best newspaper regionally by SPJ in 1989 and third 

best by SWJC in 1990. 

In receiving the All-American award from the Associ

ated Collegiate Press, the O'Collegian received marks of 

distinction in all five categories: coverage and content, 

writing and editing, design, opinion content, and photogra

phy, art and graphics. 

"Publication is very well-done," judge John Kolb wrote 

in his critique. "Overall, publication is first-class." 7 
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The Problem 

Critics said the O'Collegian published too much nega

tive news about the university in the 1989-90 academic year 

and coverage was unfair about "The Last Temptation" and 

reinstatement of athletes issues. 

Tim Barker, editor-in-chief in 1989-90, said he 

7 

fielded at least a complaint a day during almost two months 

of "Last Temptation" coverage. He said some complained 

that there was too much coverage but most complaints were 

religion-oriented. "Callers complained about the film 

because they thought it was blasphemous and shouldn't be 

shown," he said. "That missed the point. The question was

one of free expression. 118 

At a campus protest Feb. 2, 1990, on the Edmon Low 

Library lawn, more than 100 Students for Academic Equality 

called for President John Campbell's resignation, but other 

students attended later, carrying signs in support of Camp

bell and blaming the O'Collegian for unfair coverage. 9 

In its Feb. 5 issue, the O'Collegian ran a page-one 

story about the protest. The story said students voiced 

different opinions about Campbell and the paper ran two 

accompanying photos, one with a sign reading, "We Love 

(Heart) campbell." 

on the opinion page in the same issue, a letter to the 

editor supported Campbell and a columnist wrote that 

protests and negative publicity from the "Last Temptation" 

and reinstatement issues had grown into more than state 



news. "It appears that people all over the country are 

looking at osu as one big problem," the columnist wrote. 10 

He also wrote that the O'Collegian had written "more 'Last 

Temptation' articles than your dog could excrete waste on" 

and "who wants to read Campbell articles in the O'Collegian 

for the rest of the semester?1111 

Also, H. Jerrell Chesney, chief executive officer who 

resigned when the regents voted to allow the movie to be 

shown, wrote in response to a critical opinion column that 

he did not recall "expressing dissatisfaction with the 

accuracy and fairness given to an issue previous to the 

arising of this most recent one involving a certain movie." 

..• "You have foisted personal harm upon me which, I think, 

is irreparable. A news reporter may write with zeal, but 

he at least ought to deal with facts and be committed to 

truth. Moreover, your article is obviously written with 

extreme malice.n 12 

Chesney made the remarks in a five-page letter that 

appeared on the opinion page in response to Managing Editor 

Robert Ridenour's column that blamed Chesney for the 

regents' stance on the movie and applauded his resignation. 

Ridenour wrote that Chesney, by letting his personal moral 

beliefs color his decisions, very nearly violated the First 

Amendment rights of the entire university and that because 

of his resignation, "I won't have to worry about his bad 

judgment rearing its head again. 1113 
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In his letter, Chesney said: "You have stated the 

actions of the Board damaged OSU's credibility. The inac

curate representation (not by The O'Colly, alone) of the 

Board's intentions and its actions are responsible for any 

such damage. 1114 

Chesney requested "a complete retraction and public 

apology" for Ridenour's remarks in the column and sent 

copies of the letter to more than 30 people "connected to 

and responsible for the publishment" of the O'Collegian. 

9 

He also wrote: "Perhaps it takes courage for a reporter 

with The Daily O'Collegian to give fair treatment to the 

Board of Regents. Be that as it may, the facts remain the -

same and all the slanted reporting in the world will not 

change those facts. 11 15 

Rumors circulated that administrators, upset with the 

O'Collegian's coverage, discussed the possibility of an 

alternative newspaper on campus so they could exercise con

trol of its content. 

Columnist.Kelly Kurt, 1990-91 president of the OSU 

chapter of the Society of Professional Journalists, wrote a 

year later that some administrators would like to see the 

O'Colleqian replaced with a campus newspaper operated by 

the osu public relations department. "What well-inten

tioned administrator would like the O'Colleqian after see

ing his or her name glare alongside words like 

'reinstatement of athletes,' '$82,000 inauguration' and 

'The Last Temptation of Christ,'" she wrote. "A 'positive' 



public relations rag would be much more welcome at osu than 

the student-run newspaper we now publish.n16 

Objectives 

Content analysis will be used to determine if the 

O'Collegian's news stories about the "Last Temptation of 

Christ" and reinstatement of athletes contained biases and 

met criteria established to determine fairness and balance. 

Examples of previous studies will be used to establish 

guidelines in analyzing the stories to measure bias, fair

ness and balance. 

Measuring the concepts in a systematic manner should 

provide an accurate assessment of the stories that seemed 

to attract conflicting reaction. 

Did they represent objective, quality reporting as the 

many awards would indicate? Or were they biased as critics 

and some university officials would indicate? 

Assumptions 

A basic underlying assumption to this research is that 

the media have social and ethical obligations despite their 

First Amendment rights. This principle was brought to 

attention by the Commission on Freedom of the Press in the 

1940s and is called the social responsibility theory. 17 

Social responsibility, a theory that began in the 20th 

century United States, is based on the writings of W.E. 

Hocking, Commission on Freedom of the Press, practitioners 
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and media codes. The theory is designed to inform, enter

tain and sell but chiefly to raise conflict to the plane of 

discussion. Because a socially responsible press is moti

vated by its duties to the people, it must serve society or 

endanger its First Amendment rights. 18 

It can be assumed, therefore, that the media face 

social responsibilities in fulfilling a watchdog role that 

makes governing bodies and major institutions accountable 

to the public. 

Theoretical Framework 

The theoretical framework for this study is based upon 

the belief that the media have a responsibility to the pub

lic under the social responsibility theory. The Hutchins 

Commission stated in the 1940s that the duty of the press 

is to provide 11 a truthful, comprehensive and intelligent 

account of the day's·events in a context which gives them 

meaning. 1119 

The media's responsibility also is outlined in the 

Society of Professional Journalists, Sigma Delta Chi, Code 

'of Ethics. The code states that "news reports should be 

free of opinion or bias and represent all sides of an 

issue. 1120 

The theory and codes can be applied to the 

O'Collegian's coverage of "The Last Temptation" and rein

statement of athletes. If the newspaper acted responsibly, 
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accounts of the events should have been accurate, represen

tative and objective. 

Importance of Study 

No doubt, the O'Colleqian has much influence on the 

osu campus. At the time, 12,000 copies were distributed 

five days a week and 88 percent of the 25,000 students, 

faculty and staff say they regularly read the O'Colleqian, 

according to the OSU Continuing Market Study, 1989-90. 21 

Analysis of the stories could have historic and futur

istic value for the O'Colleqian in coverage of news events, 

especially ones involving administrators, regents and 

authority figures. This research could be used as an edu

cational tool to evaluate performances at the O'Colleqian 

and other college newspapers. Also, it could be of value 

to other media to help them assess their social responsi

bility roles. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

·"The Last Temptation of 

Christ" Background 

Stories about "The Last Temptation of Christ" began in 

the Sept. 8-9, 1989 issue of The Daily O'Colleqian when the 

Student Union Activities Board announced the movie would be 

shown Oct. 19-21 in the student Union Little Theater. The 

controversial movie, called blasphemous by many critics, 

had not been shown commercially in Oklahoma. "The Last 

Temptation," an oscar-nominated film directed by Martin 

Scorsese, contains a scene that depicts Jesus, while cruci-

fied on the cross, fan~asizing about married life and hav

ing sexual relations with Mary Magdelene. 1 

A week later, the O'Colleqian reported that a board of 

administrators would screen the movie to decide if it 

"meets community standards of decency" and should be shown 

on campus. 2 

A few days later, 600 students signed a petition to 

prevent what they called censorship of the movie, and some 

. ' . faculty were quoted as saying the mov1e's status 1s an 

issue of freedom of expression. 
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on Sept. 22, the Board of Regents for Oklahoma A&M 

Colleges voted not to show the film until the issue was 

studied--further and issued 10 legal and ethical questions 

to university administrators about policies and procedures 

related to such situations. The regents said they based 

their decision on reaction from outraged alumni and the 

Oklahoma Christian community. 3 

After the regents meetings, 12 professors met to form 

the Committee for the First Amendment4 and the O'Collegian 

ran a front page editorial critical of the regents' deci

sion and denouncing the governing body for infringement 

upon First Amendment rights. 5 

In the Sept. 27 issue, the O'Collegian reported that 

Governor Henry Bellman had sent a letter to the regents, 

warning them of his concerns of censoring information on 

campus. 6 "Regardless of the merit or demerits of this 

movie, I am concerned that the regents are establishing a 

policy of attempting to censor the distribution of ideas or 

information on campus," Bellman wrote. "Censorship is 

inadvisable, impractical and inappropriate." 

Regents chairwoman Carolyn Savage responded that the 

regents had not made a final decision. 7 

on the same day, about 300 people attended a meeting 

of the Committee for the First Amendment. The committee 

drafted a petition urging regents to rescind their tempo

rary order to ban the movie because the university should 
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be allowed to carry out its educational missions free from 

pressure by the public and the government.a 

On Oct. 4, about 800 faculty and students protested on 

the Edmon Low Library lawn in support of showing the movie9 

and later that day, about 250 faculty members approved 

recommendations denouncing the regents' actions and 

expressing a lack of confidence in President John 

Campbell's handling o~ the issue. 10 

The next day, Oct. s, an American Civil Liberties 

Union attorney filed a lawsuit on behalf of the Committee 

for the First Amendment in u.s. District Court against the 

university and regents for prior restraint of First Amend

ment rights. 11 The preliminary injunction hearing was 

scheduled oct. 12 in Tulsa, the day before the regents were 

scheduled to meet in special session to decide the movie's 

fate. After seven hours of testimony in the hearing, the 

federal district judge delayed a decision until after the 

regents meeting the n~xt day. 12 

The regents met Oct. 13 on the OSU campus. After a 

one-hour meeting in executive session with the regents, 

defendants attorney Burck Bailey reported in open session 

that it was his "opinion that the Board cannot constitu

tionally vote to prevent the showing of the film. 1113 

After more than three hours of discussion and some-

times heated debate, the regents voted 6-2, with one 

abstention, to allow the movie to be shown. 14 After the 

vote, chief executive officer H. Jerrell Chesney ended a 
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15-year association with the board with a surprise resigna

tion because "I do not support and, in fact, renounce the 

film and its promotion.n15 

Committee for the First Amendment leaders said they 

were "astonished" by the debate, split vote and Chesney's 

resignation. 16 

Chesney later told the O'Collegian that his personal 

beliefs and loyalties to Christ, not a protest to the deci

sion to show the film, were reasons for his resignation.17 

On Oct. 19, a day-long teach-in was conducted to 

inform the public of First Amendment rights before the 

debut of the movie, which attracted more than 700 people 

during its five showings. Five Stillwater ministers led 

discussion groups in exploring symbolic and theological 

meaning of the movie after each showing. 18 

Reinstatement of Athletes Background 

A banner headline in The Daily O'Collegian on Jan. 22, 

1990, read, "Campbell asks dean to reinstate athlete." In 

the story carrying Robert Ridenour's byline, President John 

Campbell is quoted as saying he asked a dean to reinstate a 

football player whose grades were not high enough to stay 

in schoo1. 19 Smith Holt, dean of the College of Arts and 

Sciences, confirmed in the story that the player failed to 

raise his grade point average to the required level and 

would have been dropped from the university had the 

president not intervened. 20 
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The banner headline in the next issue read, 11 7 ath

letes with low grades reinstated." The story, again carry

ing Ridenour's byline, quoted university officials saying 

that seven athletes were reinstated despite not meeting 

minimum grade requirements.21 

The next day, another Ridenour story quoted Campbell 

saying he was "solely responsible" for the readmission of 

the.seven suspended football players. 22 He said he based 

the decision on coaches' recommendations about players they 

believed "deserved another chance. 1123 

In a news conference Jan. 24, Faculty Council chairman 

John Thornton said athletic officials requested the rein

statements and Campbell's action to comply was contrary to 

normal procedure. 24 Campbell said in a prepared statement 

that the decision was made in the "spirit of compassion and 

in the best interests of the individuals as students. 1125 

The following day, Governor Henry Bellman asked the 

Board of Regents for OSU and the A&M Colleges to investi

gate the president's action and report findings to the 

Speaker of the House and Senate Pro Tempore. The governor 

called the situation "highly damaging to the credibility of 

the university and the state higher ~ducation system. 1126 

The same day, a sidebar story reported that an aca

demic adviser said the president "issued an ultimatum" to 

reinstate the athletes "regardless of the rules." Campbell 

would not comment on the charges. 27 
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On Jan. 28, a state academic audit was initiated to 

examine OSU's compliance with regents' retention standards, 

and Chancellor of Oklahoma Higher Education Hans Brisch 

said in a news conference that Campbell faced "an uphill 

battle" to regain credibility. 28 

Petitions critical of the president began to circulate 

on campus, and the Student Government Association called 

for Campbell's immediate resignation in a 27-10-2 vote. 29 

On Feb. 2, more than 100 protesters gathered on the 

Edmon Low Library lawn to denounce the president's actions, 

while a small group of Campbell supporters also assembled 

to criticize the O'Collegian and staff writer Ridenour for 

unfair coverage of the issue. 3° Campbell said he would not 

resign. 31 

On Feb. 13, the state audit ordered by the governor 

showed OSU not in compliance with state regents' retention 

standards. 32 

The next day, the general faculty voted 209-182 to 

oust campbell, citing "abusive management style" and viola

tions of university policy. 33 

Two weeks later, OSU's Board of Regents retained 

Campbell after a nine-hour meeting in which they called the 

reinstatements "regrettable" but "essentially well inten

tioned.1134 The regents directed Campbell to set policies 

to prevent a recurrence but took no disciplinary action. 35 

The Committee for the First Amendment, formed the previous 
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semester during the "Last Temptation" issue, called it "a 

slap on the hand.u36 

At a meeting March 19, the regents gave a 7-1 vote of 

confidence to President Campbell and called on administra

tion, faculty and students to set aside their differences. 

Campbell said he appreciated the vote of confidence.37 

Bias, Fairness and Social Responsibility 

The Canons of Journalism adopted by the American Soci

ety of Newspaper Editors call for every effort to be made 

"to assure that the news content is accurate, free from 

bias and in context, and that all sides are presented 

fairly ...• Journalists should respect the rights of people 

involved in the news, observe the common standards of 

decency and stand accountable to the public for the fair

ness and accuracy of their news reports. 1138 

Violations of the canons were among press-performance 

criticisms issued by the Commission on Freedom of the Press 

in 1947. In a study of attitudes toward press responsibil

ity 34 years later, Barbara W. Hartung, an associate pro

fessor of journalism at San Diego State University, found 

it startling how contemporary the directives of the commis

sion were in 1981 and how unchanging the problems of the 

press in America appear.to be. 39 "Certainly there are 

dated items but generally they capture the essence of an 

ideal--that newspapers ought to be responsible to soci

ety. u40 
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There is no question that The Daily O'Collegian 

devoted much space to the coverage of "The Last Temptation 

of Christ" and reinstatement of athletes issues. The cov

erage generated awarq-winning stories, as cited earlier, 

but questions do arise. Were the stories free from bias? 

Were they fair? Did the O'Collegian act socially responsi

ble? 

Robert Ridenour, managing editor during "Last Tempta

tion" coverage; said maintaining objectivity was difficult 

in the movie coverage because the O'Collegian staff 

believed the situation attacked First Amendment rights and 

that attack affronted the staff's beliefs.41 

Ridenour's opinion coincides with responses in 

Hartung's 1981 study in which 100 percent of editors and 

publishers surveyed said newspapers should inform the pub

lic of First Amendment rights and the need to protect free

dom of the press.42 

But Ridenour defended the newspaper's coverage. "It 

was hard not to be biased, but I felt we were objective in 

our reporting," he said. ,"It was a great story--in our own 

backyard--so we needed to approach it from all angles. I 

thought we did a great job and public awareness stemmed 

from our efforts. 114 3 

Tim Barker, editor-in-chief in 1989-90, said that edi

torially the newspaper took pro-movie and anti-reinstate

ment stances, but he initiated steps to ensure his staff's 

objectivity on the news pages. 
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For instance, reporters covering the movie issue were 

not allowed to participate in campuswide protest efforts 

for First Amendment rights, and reporters covering the news 

were not allowed to write editorials or columns of opinion 

until after the issues had been decided. Barker said no 

media can be completely without bias, but he was confident 

the paper presented the news in objective, fair and respon

sible fashion.44 

The two stories differed in that "The Last Temptation" 

involved constitutional rights concerning the public show

ing of a movie, and the reinstatement of athletes surfaced 

because of investigative reporting in a classic watchdog 

role of the press. 

While the movie issue seemed to stir more emotion cam

puswide, the reinstatements also made a major impact 

because football is s~ch a high-profile operation at osu. 

The program produced a Heisman Trophy winner and Holiday 

Bowl Championship in 1988, but was saddled with NCAA sanc

tions the same year for recruiting violations. OSU also 

made national headlines in 1989 when Dexter Manley, an All

Pro defensive lineman for the Washington Redskins, testi

fied in front of a u.s. Senate education subcommittee about 

a lifelong struggle with a learning disability that left 

him essentially illiterate. 45 Manley attended school and 

played football at OSU from 1977 to 1981. 

After the reinstatement of athletes, Editor-in-Chief 

Barker penned an editorial critical of President Campbell's 
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actions and the negative image resulting from Manley's con

fessions about his educational experience at osu: 

If our president really values this educational 
institution, he needs to prove it by making a 
commitment toward that "academic excellence" of 
which he speaks so'highly. 
The osu policy on readmission says nothing about 
being readmitted on the basis of athletic 
prowess. 
Unlike Dexter Manley after four years at osu, 
surely President Campbell knows how to read the 
rules. 46 

Ridenour, who broke the reinstatement stories, said it 

was easier for him.to be objective with the investigative 

stories than the movie stories. 11 I. went to great lengths 

to be objective, 11 he said, ''because I wanted to be fair and 

find out what his (President Campbell's) explanations 

were. 1147 

Ridenour said that because Campbell would not return 

telephone calls made to his office after the first few 

days of the controversy and his home phone number was 

unlisted, he went to the president's home on two occasions 

late at night in attempts to balance stories he was writing 

on deadline. He said the president refused to talk to him 

on both occasions and the stories ran without the presi

dent's reactions to the charges. 48 

The effort he said he put forth.to ensure fairness 

reflects results of the previously cited 1981 study about 

attitudes toward press responsibility. In that study, 97 

percent of editors and publishers agreed that newspapers 

should strive for fairness and balance as they report the 

news. 49 
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But some students at a protest criticized Ridenour's 

stories and said negative publicity generated by the 

O'Collegian's "unfair and biased" coverage was destroying 

the university.50 

Barker, in an editorial, called the charges against 

the newspaper a classic example of blaming the messenger 

for bad news. "We haven't conjured up anything we've 

reported," Barker wrote. "We. have interviewed people and 

told our readers what they said .... We have given Campbell 

every opportunity to tell his side. He has refused ..•. 

What we do have is a legitimate story that has generated a 

lot of interest around this state and the rest of the coun

try.n51 

Defining News and Objectivity 

It probably is safe to assume that most journalists 

would consider the banning of a movie on a university cam

pus and the reinstatement of failing athletes as legitimate 

news stories for a campus newspaper--or any media, for that 

matter. But the legitimacy of the news stories is not the 

question of this study. The question is whether the 

stories were biased or unfair. But before that can be 

answered, definitions of the relevant terms are necessary. 

And by the subjective nature of the terms, the task is not 

easy. 

The definition of news varies, but most journalists 

agree that news is the account of an event, not the event 
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itself. An infinite number of events occur simultaneously, 

and the reports of those events become news. It is obvious 

that a~l events cannot be reported, thus creating a deci-

sion-making process. 

Professional newsgatherers judge'the potential 
interest and/or importance of an event before 
deciding whether to render an account of it, thus 
making it news. These newsgatherers are men, not 
deities. They possess no absolutistic yardstick 
by which to judge what to report and what to 
ignore. There is nothing that cannot be made 
interesting in the skillfu~ telling; and only a 
supernatural power could say what is important. 52 

News starts with the source, whether someone dies, is 

born, gives a speech, commits a crime, wins an honor, takes 

a trip--the list is endless. But nevertheless, it is the 

source, not the reporter, that creates the news. However, 

reporters are human, and humans do practice a selective 

perception. It is possible for the source and reporter-

with the possible influence o.f other factors--to affect the 

final news product. Communicator David K. Berlo says: 

First, the number of possible perceptions, possi
ble observation is infinite. We can never 
observe everything, or all of anything. We must 
select. Perception must be perceptive if it is 
reported •••• A simpler way of saying this is 'We 
see what we want tg believe, our beliefs deter
mine what we see.' 3 

Defining objectivity, one of the most basic principles 

of journalism, also results in varying definitions. One 

dictionary definition: "expressing or involving the use of 

facts without distortion by personal feelings or preju

dices.n54 Most journalists believe that facts are safe, 
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and a reporter's duty is to provide his readers with the 

facts. 

Theodore Glasser, a journalism educator currently at 

Stanford University, says objectivity means that sources 

supply the sense and substance of the day's news: 

Sources provide the arguments, the rebuttals, the 
explanations, the criticism. Sources put forth 
the ideas while other sources challenge those 
ideas. Journalists, in their role as profes
sional communicators~ merely provide a vehicle 
for these exchanges. 0 5 

But authors Sharon M. Murphy and James E. Murphy say 

reporters tell what they think they see happening, and they 

write the "facts as their perspectives and biases and back-

grounds and assignments suggest they write. And they see 

these facts according to their own interior programming, 

according to the principles of importance and interest and 

drama each takes to viewing the world.n 56 

The meaning of objectivity has changed somewhat 

through the years, as some journalists stress the need to 

present more than straight facts to provide the public with 

accurate perceptive information. William E. Rowley and 

William v. Grimes, teachers of journalism and philosophy, 

respectively, at the State University of New York at 

Albany, break the concept of objectivity into three princi-

ples: 

1. Factual objectivity. Getting the hard data 
of our perception of the facts as straight as we 
can, and in the right pattern, a pattern that 
comes as close as we can make it to fitting the 
facts, one that gives us the right lead. 
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2. Dramatic objectivity. Getting and communi
cating the emotional quality of the event, the 
experience, the development, which is just as 
much a part of the story as the facts. 

3. Moral objectivity. Getting the moral impli
cations of the story as straight as we can. This 
is an act of conscience. It means clearing one's 
head of preconceptions, prejudices, stereotypes, 
as one perceives and evaluates the facts, so as 
to represent the moral issues involved in the 
situation clearly and justly. Reporting is not a 
neutral ~ct; it cannot reflect integrity and be 
amora1. 5 

Even the Commission on Freedom of the Press, in its 

critical account of press performance, reported in 1947: 

"It is no longer enough to report the fact truthfully. It 

is now necessary to report the truth about the fact. 58 

Washington Post reporters Carl Bernstein and Robert 

Woodward became famous for their watchdog-role exposure of 

Watergate, corruption in the White House and the deceptions 

that led to the resignation of President Nixon. Rowley and 

Grimes say the reporters exercised objectivity in their 

stories that resulted from hours of in-depth, investigate 

efforts in their search for truth. "The ethical, as well 

as factual and dramatic, dimension of both reporters' 

objectivity lay in the tension between their muckraking 

zeal and the restraint they and their editors imposed on 

it.n59 

The watchdog role, regarded as another basic duty of 

the press, concerns making government and officials 

accountable to the public. It is a role cited previously 

in this study by journalists judging the O'Collegian's cov-

erage in 1989-90. 
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Regarding the media's watchdog role, Time magazine 

reported that without a strong and trusted press, people 

would_have almost no way to keep their government and other 

big institutions honest.60 

Alan Barth, the late editorial writer for the Washing

ton Post, summed the situation in a 1977 speech: 

If you want a watchdog to warn you of intruders, 
you must put up with a certain amount of mistaken 
barking. Now and then, he will sound off because 
a stray dog seems to be invading his territory or 
because he sees a cat or squirrel or is outraged 
by a postman. And that kind of barking can, of 
course, be a nuisance. But if you muzzle him and 
leash him and teach him to be decorous, you will 
find that he doesn't do the job for which you got 
him in the first place. Some extraneous barking 
is the price you must pay for his service as a 
watchdog. A free press is the watchdog of 
society. 1161 

Some observers believe criticism toward the media is 

common when the media are reporting bad news. In a Time 

magazine story mostly critical to the press, it was 

reported: "The press, by its nature, is rarely beloved--

nor should that be its aim. Too often it must be the 

bearer of bad tidings. Since World War II, journalists 

have covered the turmoil of the civil rights movement, con-

veyed vivid scenes of domestic protests and battlefield 

gore during the Vietnam War, and participated in the col

lapse of a presidency.n62 

Those views are consistent with those of Barker, the 

O'Collegian editor-in-chief who defended the newspaper's 

coverage of the controversial issues in 1989-90. 
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Barker wrote in an editorial that protesters' charge 

of unfairness against the newspaper was "a classic example 

of killing the messenger because of the message he's bear

ing.n63 

Previous Studies 

This research is based on several published studies 

using content analysis to measure objectivity, fairness and 

balance in reporting. 

These undertakings include a study of news media cov

erage of issues during the accident at Three-Mile Island, a 

study of newsmagazine coverage of the Supreme Court and an 

analysis of coverage of the Vietnam veteran. 

In those respective studies, researchers' findings did 

not support the charges that coverage of issues with polit

ical consequence raised during the accident at Three-Mile 

Island were unbalanced. First Amendment decisions by the 

Supreme Court were the most frequently reported by news 

magazines, and the press gave favorable coverage to the 

Vietnam war and Vietnam veteran. 

However, this study attempts to replicate as nearly as 

possible the methodologies of two studies: a 1989 study, 

"Covering Conflict and Controversy: Measuring Balance, 

Fairness, Defamation," by Todd F. Simon, Frederick Fico and 

stephen Lacy, and a 1965 study, "How Time Stereotyped Three 

u.s. Presidents," By John c. Merrill. Also replicated are 

parts of follow-up studies to Merrill's analysis. They are 
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"Time Magazine Revisisted: Presidential Stereotypes Per

sist" by Fred Fedler, Mike Meeske and Joe Hall in 1979, and 

"Time-and Newsweek Favor John F. Kennedy, Criticize Robert 

and Edward Kennedy" by Fedler, Meeske and Ron Smith in 

1983. 

Merrill used six bias categories to analyze Time's 

coverage of Harry Truman, Dwight Eisenhower and John 

Kennedy. They were: 1) attribution bias, 2) adjective 

bias, 3) adverbial bias, 4) contextual bias, 5) outright 

opinion, and 6) photographic bias. 

In considering the categories, Merrill and his panel 

of coders noted instances of bias as either positive 

(favorable) or negative (unfavorable). Indications of bias 

thought dubious by the panel were not counted as bias in 

the study. It was further decided that there was no need 

to compare space treatment given the three presidents, 

since space in itself has no necessary bearing on subjec

tivity or bias. What was considered important was the lan

guage used to describe each president, with special empha

sis on the presence or absence of "loaded" words and 

expressions and on general contextual impressions pre

sented.64 

Merrill's study indicated that Time editorialized in 

its regular news columns and used trickery to bias stories 

to lead the reader's thinking. The magazine also presented 

the reader with highly loaded essays of a subjective type 
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that were anti-Truman, pro-Eisenhower and neutral toward 

Kennedy.n 65 

Inthe 1989 study of stories covering conflict and 

controversy, the researchers measured the concept of fair

ness by determining if contact was made with someone repre

senting the two major sides .of an issue. 

Of the 21 newspapers used in the study, successful 

contact was made with both sides in 66 percent of the sto

ries. Contact was not made in 6 percent of the stories, 

but a statement was included that contact was attempted but 

failed. In 28 percent of the cases, no contact was made 

and no explanation was offered by the writer. 66 

Summary 

Sacramento Bee ombudsman Art Nauman says readers 

notice and complain about "loaded adjectives and phraseol

ogy" in stories. "It doesn't take much to damage a news 

story's fairness or to betray a bias--an anathema to good 

good journalism," he wrote in a column. 67 

In siding with readers' complaints, he cited examples 

of pejoratives in loaded leads and phrases in the Califor

nia newspaper's news stories. "Eschew adjectives and 

adverbs. They'll turn around and bite you every time," he 

wrote. 68 

However, a Los Angeles Times poll in 1985 found that 

readers perceive a liberal bent among the nation's newspa-
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per reporters and editors but believe the bias does not 

unfairly influence news coverage. 69 

Al~o, veteran journalist Vance Trimble, 1960 winner of 

the Pulitzer Prize for a series about nepotism in Congress, 

said in a lecture on the OSU campus in 1991 that all writ

ers are biased but the stories they produce must include 

their biases both for and against an issue to ensure bal

ance and objectivity in reporting. 70 

This study attempts to utilize the systematic measure

ment of bias and fairness established by previously pub-

.lished studies and apply them to the O'Collegian's award

winning coverage of major issues in 1989-90. Did the 

O'Collegian comply with ideals set forth by the social 

responsibility theory and media codes, and was its coverage 

of "The Last Temptation of Christ" and the reinstatement of 

athletes an example of solid, fair and objective reporting 

as the judges' comments and awards would indicate? Or was 

it an example of slanted, unfair and irresponsible journal

ism as critics, some regents and some administrators would 

charge? 
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CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

Introduction 

This study utilizes content analysis to determine the 

frequency of bias and concepts of fairness and balance in 

The Daily O'Collegian's coverage of the attempted banning 

of the campus showing of the controversial movie, "The Last 

Temptation of Christ," in fall 1989 and the university 

president's reinstatement of seven failing athletes ineli

gible to remain in school in spring 1990. 

All front-page news stories published within the peri

ods of the controversies were analyzed in the study. 

Definition of content analysis, as proposed by Bernard 

Berelson in 1952, is "a research technique for the objec

tive, systematic, and quantitative description of the mani

fest content of communication. 111 

Guido H. Stempel III calls content analysis a formal 

system for doing something that all people frequently do 

informally--draw conclusions from observations of the con

tent of media coverage. 2 

To exemplify the importance of content analysis, 

Stempel uses the seldom-resolved controversy about televi

sion violence. "Such situations make the need for formal 
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content analysis rather evident," he writes. "Issues like 

television violence are too important to be resolved on the 

basis of people's impressions. 113 

It is for these reasons the system is used in this 

study to analyze the student newspaper's coverage of the 

two major issues that engulfed the OSU campus in academic 

year 1989-90. 

Scope of the Study 

Because the study deals with the universe of all 

locally written, front-page stories published in roughly 

two, six-week periods in fall 1989 and spring 1990, few 

generalizations can be made beyond this group of stories. 

Also, because of the transient nature of student-news

paper staffs and the shifting climate caused each semester 

by changing editors-in-chief and staffs, it is difficult to 

generalize beyond this group of student journalists. 

However, the analysis could be used to determine the 

quality of stories of a college student newspaper, The 

Daily O'Collegian, in its coverage of two specific contro

versies concerning the school's president and regents. 

Some generalizations about findings could be projected 

toward the content of future O'Collegian coverage of simi

lar events and coverage by other college newspapers, in 

general, of such sensitive issues. 
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Newspapers Selected 

Issues of the O'Collegian selected for this study con

sisted of all those containing page-one locally produced 

coverage of the two major stories in 1989-90. 

"Last Temptation" coverage began in the Sept. 8-9, 

1989 issue when SUAB announced its intentions to show the 

controversial movie that had not been shown previously in 

Oklahoma theaters. Examined newspapers continued from that 

issue through the Oct. 23, 1989 issue, which contained 

reaction of the movie after it was shown in the Student 

Union. Forty-one front-page stories were published on the 

issue during this time frame. 

Reinstatement stories began in the Jan. 22, 1990 issue 

when the O'Collegian reported that the university president 

asked the dean of an OSU college to reinstate a football 

player whose grades were not high enough to stay in school. 

Newspapers used in the study continued from that issue 

through the March 19, 1990 issue in which regents ended 

weeks of speculation by giving a vote of confidence to the 

president and calling on administration, faculty and 

students to set aside their differences. Twenty-three 

page-one stories were published on the issue during this 

time period. 

In total, 64 stories--41 movie and 23 reinstatements-

and nine photos were examined for the study. 
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Research Questions and Hypotheses 

-This study was intended to answer four questions about 

The Daily O'Colleqian's coverage in academic year 1989-90 

of "The Last Temptation of Christ" and the university pres

ident's reinstatement of the seven athletes: 

1. Did the news stories in the O'Colleqian contain biases 

toward the university (i.e. administrators, regents, 

president)? 

2. Were the stories presented fairly with both sides of 

the issue represented? 

3. Were the stories balanced? 

4. Was there any relationship in type of coverage given 

the movie issue and the reinstatements? 

From these research questions, six specific hypotheses 

were formulated: 

1. There is no significant frequency of positive or neg

ative bias in the O'Collegian's two major news stories 

in academic year 1989-90. 

2. There is no significant frequency of positive or nega

tive bias in "Last Temptation" coverage. 

3. There is no significant frequency of positive or nega

tive bias in reinstatement coverage. 

4. There is no significant relationship between frequency 

of bias and subject matter. 

5. There is no relationship between concept of fairness 

and subject matter. 
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6. There is no relationship between concept of balance 

and subject matter. 

Definitions of Terms 

Coverage: Because the study was concerned with only 

the bias, fairness and balance that appeared in news 

columns, the author considered only news stories, news 

headlines and photographs--not editorials, columns, car

toons or letters to the editor. To be considered, a story, 

headline or photograph had to appear on page one during the 

height of the movie (Sept. 8, 1989, through Oct. 23, 1989) 

and reinstatement issues (Jan. 22, 1990, through March 19, 

1990) . 

Bias: The author defined bias as any expression of 

opinion, and positive or negative bias as any variance from 

neutrality. Items of bias were classified as positive, 

negative or neutral. 

Fairness: The author defined fairness by determining 

if both sides of the issues were represented in each story. 

Balance: The author defined balance by finding the 

absolute value difference between different sides in each 

story. 

categories of Analysis 

categories of bias used to determine objectivity were 

formulated from classification in previous studies: attri-
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bution bias, adjective/adverb bias, outright opinion, con

textual bias, headline bias and photograph bias. 

Categories were defined according to Fedler's 1979 and 

1983 studies. Isolated words and phrases were classified 

as examples of adjective/adverb or attribution bias. 

Entire sentences or paragraphs deemed biased were classi

fied "outright opinion" of the author, and whole overall 

impression created by each story was classified "contextual 

bias." Headline bias also was determined by overall 

impression created by the headline. Photographs, packaged 

with their cutlines, were judged positive, negative, or 

neutral in the category of photograph bias. If a photo

graph was positive but its cutline negative, the photograph 

was judged negative. 

It was decided, as in the Merrill study, that there 

was no need to compare space treatment given the subjects, 

since space in itself has no necessary bearing in subjec

tivity or bias. What was considered important was the lan

guage used to describe each issue, with special emphasis on 

the presence or absence of "loaded" words and expressions 

and on general contextual impressions presented. 

Concepts of balance and fairness were measured using 

the 1989 study of Simon, Fico and Lacy. Balance was mea

sured using the absolute value of the difference between 

sides in stories of conflict or controversy. Fairness was 

measured by determining if contact was made with someone 

representing the two major sides of the controversy. 
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More specific definitions are: 

Attribution Bias 

Attribution bias was measured as positive (favorable) 

toward regents and administrators, negative (unfavorable) 

or neutral. The category concerns the story's means of 

attributing information to a source. The bias is contained 

in the verb. For instance, the attribution verb "said" is 

neutral because it is not opinionated and evokes no emo

tional response. "Shouted'' is negative since it involves 

emotion, and "smiled" is favorable because it is positively 

affective. 4 

Adjective/Adverb Bias 

Adjective bias attempts to build an impression of the 

person described by using adjectives, favorable or unfavor

able, with the person. Examples are "sensitive to the mood 

of the students" for favorable and "flushed with anger" as 

negative. 5 They are sometimes called judgmental adjectives 

because they tend to prejudice the reader for or against 

the person described. They actually are subjective in 

nature and are the opinions of the writer. 6 Examples of 

objective or neutral adjectives are "the blue sky" or "the 

new car." Adverbial bias depends on qualifiers or magni

fiers--adverbs--to create an impression in the reader's 

mind by telling how or why a person said or did something. 7 
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Examples are "he said sarcastically" (negative) or "he 

skillfully answered the question" (positive). 

Contextual Bias 

Contextual bias is the bias in whole sentences or 

paragraphs or in other units of meaning, to determine the 

overall impression created by an entire story. The purpose 

is to present the person or issue reported on in a favor

able or unfavorable light by the overall meaning or innu

endo of the report, not by specific words and phrases 

alone. The whole context must be considered. Since one's 

own biases or interpretations might determine what is con

sidered contextually biased, it is necessary to get the 

opinions of a panel. Contextual bias is counted only when 

there is agreement among the panelists. 8 

Outright Opinion 

Outright opinion is the most blatant and obvious type 

of subjectivity in newswriting. 9 The expression of opinion 

by the publication might be called "presenting a judgment," 

which S.I. Hayakawa says should be kept out of reports. 

Hayakawa defines "judgments" as "all expressions of the 

writer's approval or disapproval of the occurrences, per

sons, or objects he is describing. 1110 An example would be 

that "campus unrest grows as the protest nears." 
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Headline Bias 

Headline bias is the positive, neutral or negative 

impression created by the headline to draw the reader to 

the story. Previous studies included headlines in the con

textual category, but this study looks at headlines as a 

separate classification because they should tell the news-

the gist of the story--to the reader of headlines alone and 

should show relative importance of stories by size of type 

and column width. As in contextual bias, the opinions of a 

panel are necessary to interpret meanings. Headline bias 

is counted only when there is agreement among panelists. 

Photographic Bias 

Photographic bias is determined by how people are pre

sented in photographs--dignified, undignified, angry, 

happy, calm, nervous, etc. Bias can be unintentional, how

ever, intention is not considered in the treatment of this 

or any other category. 

Fairness 

The concept of fairness is measured by determining if 

contact is made with someone representing the two major 

sides of a controversy. Also measured is if stories do not 

make contact but include a statement as to why of if 

stories contain no contact and no explanation as to why. 

For the purpose of this study, fairness is not applicable 

to some stories because they are not conflict stories but 
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merely informative pieces related to the subject matter. 

These stories were discarded in the fairness test and not 

tested for the fairness concept. Conflict stories, as 

defined in previous studies, were determined as those in 

which the primary focus was in explicit opposition on 

topics of public or private organizational policy as repre

sented by two or more parties from opposing positions. 11 

Balance 

The concept of balance is measured using the absolute 

value of the difference between sides. The absolute value 

difference is measured in paragraphs by determining the 

number of paragraphs devoted to each side and total number 

of paragraphs in the story. In this study, articles not 

meeting the criteria for "conflict" stories as outlined 

above were discarded because balance measurement was not 

applicable. 

Quantification System 

Items for analysis were counted and listed for each 

story. Items of bias were listed under the different cate

gories of bias whether the items were positive, negative or 

neutral-with respect to the university (i.e. regents and 

administrators). Data collected were nominal data or fre

quency count. 
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Coding 

Two experienced journalists were used as coders: an 

award~wlnning writer and the author. Also, a former jour

nalism educator offered guidance and advice in the coding 

process. The 64 stories were clipped, and coders worked 

independently in reading the O'Collegian articles about 

"The Last Temptation of Christ" and reinstatement of ath

letes. Each recorded instances of bias in positive, nega

tive and neutral categories, and each recorded the concepts 

of fairness and balance. Stories not meeting the 

"conflict" definition were not measured for fairness or 

balance concepts because the concepts were not applicable. 

Coders followed the procedures established by Berelson 

and other authorities on content analysis by meeting to 

discuss items of disagreement or ambiguity in an attempt to 

reach common agreements. Articles or points in which no 

agreement could be reached were discarded from the study. 

To check procedures and estimate interceder reliabil

ity, a pre-test was conducted to analyze O'Collegian news 

stories covering the university president's inauguration. 

It was a controversial subject on campus in spring 1989 

because of its expense. An interceder reliability test was 

conducted. 

Statistical Analysis 

As data collected were nominal, chi-square analysis 

was used to examine content differences and relationships 
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in the stories. The 95 percent level of confidence was 

used to determine which differences were statistically sig

nificant. 
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CHAPTER IV 

ANALYSIS OF DATA 

Interceder Reliability 

To check coders' reliability in counting and catego

rizing bias, an interceder reliability test was conducted 

between the two coders. The formula used was 

2M 
R = ----

Nl + N2 

M is the number of coding decisions on which the two coders 

agree, and Nl and N2 represent the total decisions made by 

coder one and coder two, respectively. 

The interceder reliability (R) for test stories about 

the university president's inauguration was 0.986, and for 

the stories in the study is 0.978. On a scale of o to 1.0, 

where 1.0 is perfect reliability or agreement, 0.986 and 

0.978 indicate a high reliability between coder decisions. 

In stories about "The Last Temptation of Christ" and 

reinstatement of athletes, coders independently studied 64 

stories and nine photographs. They considered 849 items 

for bias and agreed upon 98 percent or 830 items. The 

coders met and discussed the 19 items of disagreement and 

eventually reached agreement on 18. One item was consid

ered ambiguous and discarded from the study. 
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Coders categorized occurrences of bias as positive, 

negative and neutral in six categories: attribution, 

adjective/adverb, outright opinion, contextual, headline 

and photograph. 

Findings 

The stories published in The Daily O'Collegian about 

the two major issues in 1989-90 indicated overall objective 

reporting with 96 percent of the occurrences of bias clas

sified as neutral. (See Table I.) Less than 1 percent of 

the items were listed as positive bias toward the univer

sity, regents and administrators with the remainder classi

fied as negative bias. 

Chi-square analysis of occurrences of positive, nega

tive and neutral bias in the major stories shows a signifi

cant difference (x2 = 396.187, df = 10) at the .01 level of 

confidence. The difference among bias categories is real, 

not merely a chance difference. However, frequency counts 

are low in some cells and might render the chi-square test 

invalid. 

The table shows the highest frequency of bias classi

fied as neutral (812), followed by negative (32) and posi

tive (5). 

In stories about "The Last Temptation of Christ," most 

occurrences of bias again were classified as neutral. (See 

Table II.) 
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Positive 
Negative 
Neutral 

Positive 
Negative 
Neutral 

Positive 
Negative 
Neutral 

Positive 
Negative 
Neutral 

Positive 
Negative 
Neutral 

Positive 
Negative 
Neutral 

Total Positive 
Total Negative 
Total Neutral 

TABLE I 

FREQUENCY OF BIAS IN MAJOR NEWS 
STORIES, THE DAILY O'COLLEGIAN, 

1989-90 

Attribution Bias 

Adjective/Adverb Bias 

Outright Opinion 

Contextl,lal Bias 

Headline Bias 

Photo Bias 

53 

1 
4 

679 

3 
2 
2 

0 
10 
12 

0 
8 

55 

0 
7 

57 

1 
1 
7 

5 
32 

812 



TABLE II 

FREQUENCY OF BIAS IN "LAST TEMPTATION 
OF CHRIST" STORIES 

Positive 
Negative 
Neutral 

Positive 
Negative 
Neutral 

Positive 
Negative 
Neutral 

Positive 
Negative 
Neutral 

Positive 
Negative 
Neutral 

Positive 
Negative 
Neutral 

Total Positive 
Total Negative 
Total Neutral 

Attribution Bias 

Adjective/Adverb Bias 

Outright Opinion 

Contextual Bias 

Headline Bias 

Photo Bias 

1 
1 

392 

1 
1 
2 

0 
6 
8 

0 
5 

35 

0 
5 

36 

0 
1 
4 

2 
19 

477 

Chi-square analysis of occurrences of positive, nega

tive and neutral bias in "Last Temptation" stories shows a 
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significant difference (x2 = 157.818, df = 10) at the .01 

level of confidence. The difference among bias categories 

is real, not merely a chance difference. However, fre

quency counts are low in some cells and might render the 

chi-square test invalid. 

The table shows the highest frequency of bias classi

fied as neutral (477), followed by negative (19) and posi

tive (2). 

Regarding stories about the reinstatement of athletes, 

most occurrences of bias also were classified as neutral. 

(See Table III.) 

Chi-square analysis of occurrences of positive, nega

tive and neutral bias in stories about the reinstatement of 

athletes shows a significant difference (x2 = 253.710, df = 

10) at the .01 level of confidence. The differences among 

bias categories are real, not merely chance differences. 

However, frequency counts are low in some cells and might 

render the chi-square test invalid. 

As with the other major story, the table shows the 

highest frequency of bias classified as neutral (335), fol

lowed by negative (13) and positive (3). 

stories also were compared to determine if there was 

any difference in the type of coverage each of the two sub

ject matters received. (See Table IV.) 

Chi-square analysis of the relationship between direc

tion of bias and subject matter showed no significant 

difference at the .05 level of confidence. The difference 
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TABLE III 

FREQUENCY OF BIAS IN REINSTATEMENT OF 
ATHLETES COVERAGE 

Attribution Bias 
Positive 
Negative 
Neutral 

Adjective/Adverb Bias 
Positive 
Negative 
Neutral 

outright Opinion 
Positive 
Negativ'e 
Neutral 

Contextual Bias 
Positive 
Negative 
Neutral 

Headline Bias 
Positive 
Negative 
Neutral 

Photo Bias 
Positive 
Neg,ative 
Neutral 

Total Positive 
Total Negative 
Total Neutral 

0 
3 

287 

2 
1 
0 

0 
4 
4 

0 
3 

20 

0 
2 

21 

1 
0 
3 

3 
13 

335 

might be due to chance, however, frequency counts are low 

in some cells,and might render the chi-square test invalid. 
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TABLE IV 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DIRECTION OF 
BIAS AND SUBJECT MATTER 

"Last Temptation Reinstatement 

Positive 
Negative 
Neutral 

Positive 
Negative 
Neutral 

Positive 
Negative 
Neutral 

Positive 
Negative 
Neutral 

Positive 
Negative 
Neutral 

Positive 
Negative 
Neutral 

Total Positive 
Total Negative 
Total Neutral 

of Christ" of Athletes 

Attribution Bias 
1 
1 

392 

Adjective/Adverb Bias 
1 
1 
2 

Outright Opinion 
0 
6 
8 

Contextual Bias 
0 
5 

35 

Headline Bias 
0 
5 

36 

Photo Bias 
0 
1 
4 

2 
19 

477 

0 
3 

287 

2 
1 
0 

0 
4 
4 

0 
3 

20 

0 
2 

21 

1 
0 
3 

3 
13 

335 

x 2 = 0.727, df = 2, NSD 
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The table shows both subject matters dominated by neu

tral occurrences of bias, followed by negative and then 

positive occurrences. 

In a test of fairness, the subject matters were ana-

lyzed to determine if both sides of the controversies were 

represented. (See Table V.) The test of the fairness con-

cept shows that successful contact was made in 77.4 percent 

of "Last Temptation" stories and 55 percent of stories 

about the reinstatement of athletes. No contact was made 

but stories included statements as to why in 3.2 percent of 

movie stories and 15 percent of reinstatement articles. 

There was no contact and no explanation why in 19.4 percent 

of movie stories and 30 percent of reinstatement stories. 

TABLE V 

RELATIONSHIP OF FAIRNESS WITH 
SUBJECT MATTER 

"Temptation" 

Successful contact 
with both sides 24 (77.4%) 

No contact, but 
statement as to why 1 (3.2%) 

No contact and no 
explanation as to why 6 (19.4%) 

N = 31 

x 2 = 3.625, df = 2, NSD 

Reinstatement 

11 (55.0%) 

3 (15%) 

6 (30%) 

20 
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Chi-square analysis of relationship of fairness with 

subject matter indicates no significant relationship at the 

.05 level of confidence. Again, the difference might be 

due to chance. However, frequency counts are low in some 

cells and might render the chi-square test invalid. 

More than 80 percent of "Last Temptation" stories suc

cessfully contacted both sides or explained to readers why 

there was no contact, while 70 percent of reinstatement 

stories did likewise. 

In a test of balance, an absolute value difference-

number of paragraphs devoted to each side of the issues-

was measured for stories about both subject matters. (See 

Table VI.) In "Last Temptation" stories, 41.2 percent of 

paragraphs were attributed to sources or information favor

able to banning the movie, and 58.8 percent of paragraphs 

were attributed to sources or information unfavorable to 

banning the movie. In reinstatement stories, 25.5 percent 

was favorable to the reinstatements and 74.5 percent was 

unfavorable. 

Chi-square analysis of relationship of balance with 

subject matter showed a significant difference at the .05 

level of confidence. The difference is real, not merely a 

chance difference. stories pertaining to the "Last Tempta

tion" were more balanced in terms of space devoted to each 

side of the issue than were stories about the reinstate

ments. A contingency coefficient of 0.583 shows a moderate 

strength of relationship of balance with subject matter. 
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TABLE VI 

RELATIONSHIP OF BALANCE WITH 
SUBJECT MATTER 

"Last Temptation" 

Reinstatement of Athletes 

x2 = 26.28, df = 1, p < .05 
N = 51, C = 0.583 

Favorable 

41.2% 

25.5% 

Analysis of Content 

Unfavorable 

58.8% 

74.5% 

Aside from the quantitative findings and analysis, 

other observations are relevant and complement the empiri-

cal findings. 

Nature of Coverage 

The findings show a statistical difference in classi-

fication of positive, negative and neutral biases in 

stories about the "Last Temptation" and reinstatement of 

athletes with both dominated by neutral occurrences of 

bias. 

Findings also show similarities in reporting of sub

ject matter with no significant difference in the rela-

tionship of bias and type of story. 
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The test for fairness shows no significant difference 

in type of fair coverage given the two subjects, but the 

test for balance shows a significant difference in balance 

in the two stories with "Last Temptation" stories more bal-

anced than reinstatement stories. 

Other observations about coverage, types of bias, and 

fairness and balance concepts are: 

Attribution Bias 

Stories about both subjects were predominantly objec-

tive in the attribution category. There were 679 uses of 

the neutral word "said" in attributing information to 

sources in the 64 stories. "Said" is considered neutral 

because it is not opinionated and evokes no emotional 

response. The only positive attribution was the word 
' "urged," used in a "Last Temptation" story when a state 

representative "urged" the regents to prohibit showing the 

movie because he said it violated a state statute. Five 

instances of negative attribution were found. 

One was in a quote from a Nigerian student, who sup-

ported showing the film because some international students 

on campus come from oppressed countries: "We've come too 

far to see the same thing here," he said, receiving a 

standing ovation for his statement. 

Two negative biases occurred in attributions when 

stories reported that President Campbell "admitted" to 

reinstating the athletes, and another occurred in a story 
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when campbell "acknowledged" he rushed to a judgment in 

reinstating the athletes. 

Adjective/Adverb Bias 

Only seven instances of adjective or adverb bias were 

found in the stories. One story said Campbell had been 

"sharply" criticized by students and faculty for readmit

ting the seven athletes. Another story said the faculty 

"overwhelmingly" voted to express a lack of confidence in 

Campbell's handling of the "Last Temptation" but did not 

provide the reader with a Faculty Council vote count. 

An example of a positive bias occurred after the 

regents voted to retain the president. The story said 

Campbell appeared relieved and spoke casually with 

reporters after the meeting. 

outright Opinion 

Six occurrences of negative outright opinions were 

found in "Last Temptation" stories. They were deemed as 

the author's opinion, not objective or attributed state

ments. Examples are: 

A group of professors met and ridiculed the regents 

for postponing the film. 

H. Jerrell Chesney, the board's chief executive offi

cer, scheduled the special meeting to address the issue 

under pressure of a pending lawsuit and mounting public 

pressure on campus. 
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Under pressure from the pending court decision, the 

board met Friday and in a split vote 

Four negative outright opinions were found in rein

statement stories. Examples are: 

Vice President James Boggs knew who made the order (to 

reinstate them), but when asked who the order came from, he 

said, "I don't want to answer that." 

The group says the athlete reinstatement is one of a 

number of Campbell abuses since he came to power 18 months 

ago .•• 

Contextual Bias 

Fifty-five of the 64 stories were classified as neu

tral. However, two "Last Temptation" stories were classi

fied as negative. One compared the regents' decision not 

to show the movie to action in 1970 that banned political 

activist Abbie Hoffman from speaking on campus. The story 

used a former legal counsel at OSU as its only source in 

reporting that there is a history of attempts by the OSU 

regents and administration to censor activities on campus. 

The other story classified negative was published the day 

after the movie was shown. Its lead paragraphs read: The 

last line of the film, "The Last Temptation of Christ" was 

a quote from Jesus as portrayed by William DaFoe: "It is 

accomplished .•• it is accomplished." 

Three reinstatement stories were classified as nega

tive. one had a direct quote lead: "I won't cave in. I'm 
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not a quitter. The thought of resigning hasn't crossed my 

mind. No way," said Oklahoma State University President 

John ~a~pbell Monday. Another story lead was: The faculty 

of Oklahoma State University adopted a "sad but necessary" 

resolution late Wednesday night calling for an end to Pres

ident John Campbell's reign at OSU, citing his "abusive 

management style" and violations of university policy. 

Headline Bias 

Five of the 41 "Last Temptation" headlines were called 

negative: They were: "Decision outrages faculty," "Local 

cable to censor 'Temptation' showing," "'Temptation' furor 

reaches fever pitch with lawsuit, threats," "Faculty slams 

campbell role," and "CFA calls for prompt departure of 

Chesney, two dissenting regents." The two of 23 reinstate

ment headlines classified negative were "Campbell admits 

noncompliance" and "Regents do not discipline campbell." 

Photo Bias 

Of the nine published photographs, one was positive, 

one negative and the other seven neutral. The negative 

photo showed two sign-carrying students at a protest in 

support of showing the movie. The negative bias was in the 

cutline, which quoted one subject as saying the two stu

dents attended the protest "to raise hell and tell the 

regents what we think. No way I settle for somebody else 

telling me what I can see." The positive photo was taken 
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at a campus protest of the athletes' reinstatement. In the 

two-photo package was a picture of anti-reinstatement 

protesters listening to a speaker, and in the other was two 

students displaying a dominant sign that read, "We Love 

(Heart) Campbell." 

Fairness 

The concept of fairness shows that in more than 80 

percent of "Last Temptation" stories, contact was made with 

someone representing the two major sides of the issue or a 

statement was included as to why no contact was made. In 

70 percent of reinstatement stories, contact with both 

sides was successful or stories included an explanation as 

to why no contact was made. No contact and no explanation 

as to why occurred in 19.4 percent of "Last Temptation" 

stories and 30 percent of reinstatement stories. Statisti

cally, there was no difference in fairness treatment of the 

subjects. 

Balance 

The findings showed a significant difference in the 

relationship of balance with the two subjects. "Last Temp

tation" stories were statistically more balanced than rein

statement stories. However, numbers used in the chi-square 

analysis were calculated on absolute value differences of 

paragraphs devoted to each side of the issues. As stated 

previously, the fairness test showed 15 percent of rein-
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statement stories had no contact but included statements as 

to why. Those statements--usually "no comments"--commonly 

were made in one paragraph, thus reducing the absolute 

value given to that side of the issue. 

Discussion 

While statistics suggest that The Daily O'Collegian 

coverage of "The Last Temptation of Christ" and the rein

statement of athletes represented objective and overall 

responsible reporting, some methodological factors should 

be considered. 

First, tests for bias used in the study were ones 

developed by Merrill in his 1965 study of Time magazine and 

used in subsequent 1979 and 1983 studies of news magazines. 

The tests for bias probably are more useful for magazines, 

which use a more colorful and interpretative writing style 

than does the O'Collegian newspaper. 

Merrill's study documented numerous occurrences of 

positive and negative bias in Time's coverage of Truman, 

Eisenhower and Kennedy and numerous examples of subjective, 

judgmental and opinionated reporting. 

Using attribution bias as an example, the Merrill 

study showed many ways the magazine placed a president in 

favorable or unfavorable light by using different verbs to 

describe how he made a statement: He shouted, he smiled, 

he demanded, he said expertly, he said with a sly grin. 
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In contrast, the O'Collegian attributed statements 

with the neutral verb "said" on 679 of 684 occasions. The 

newspaper showed negative bias in attributions only four 

times and had one instance of positive bias. 

Perhaps an explanation for the O'Collegian's objectiv

ity in this area is that staff members consist almost 

entirely of young reporters who work at the student newspa

per while receiving their education at Oklahoma state Uni

versity. Most of these students are subjected to teachings 

from journalism faculty and O'Collegian editors and advis

ers who insist on the use of the word "said" because of its 

neutrality and because it evokes no emotion in attributing 

information to a source. Staff members seldom deviate from 

this lesson, stories in the study indicate. 

The concept of fairness, used in a 1989 study of major 

newspapers, shows the O'Collegian to be fair in its treat

ment of the issues. As stated earlier, in more than 80 

percent of "Last Temptation" stories, reporters contacted 

both sides or made a statement as to why there was no con

tact. This was true in seventy percent of reinstatement 

stories as well. In the '89 study of major newspapers, one 

side of controversies was not contacted 28 percent of the 

time. 

The test of the concept of balance, similar to the one 

in the same 1989 study, shows "Last Temptation" stories 

significantly more balanced than reinstatement stories. 

However, the figures could be misleading. Fifteen percent 
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of the reinstatement stories revealed no contact but con

tained statements as to why there was no contact. Those 

statements, usually made in one paragraph, have minimal 

impact when figuring the number of paragraphs devoted to 

each side of an issue. 

In one reinstatement story, the writer reported in one 

paragraph: "Campbell could not be reached for comment. 

Messages asking for comment have been left for two days, 

but Campbell has not replied." 

Also, as previously stated, the principal writer of 

the reinstatement stories said the president would not 

return telephone calls after the first four days of pub

lished stories, making it difficult to balance stories. 

Overall, the O'Collegian news stories were relatively 

free of negative bias toward the university, regents and 

president. Editors, as mentioned earlier, said the paper 

was pro-movie and anti-reinstatements on its editorial 

pages, but the statistics indicate they did a high quality 

job of not letting prejudices creep onto the news pages. 

Positive bias was nearly non-existent, but negative 

bias also occurred in insignificant numbers in the newspa

per's news coverage of the campus controversies. 

Summary 

A study of 849 items of bias in 64 stories and nine 

photographs about "The Last Temptation of Christ" and rein

statement of athletes shows the coverage significantly neu-
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tral and no significant difference in the relationship of 

bias and subject matter. 

Of the 849 items, 812 were classified by the coders as 

neutral, 32 as negatively biased and five as positively 

biased. That translates into 96 percent neutral, less than 

1 percent positive and the remainder negative. 

Tests also reveal no significant difference in fair

ness shown to the two major stories. In more than 80 

percent of "Last Temptation" stories, reporters 

successfully contacted both sides or included statements in 

their stories as to why contact was not made. Seventy 

percent of reinstatement stories included successful 

contact or an explanation. 

Balance of the two stories was significantly different 

with movie stories more balanced than reinstatement 

stories. Movie stories were split 58.8 percent to 41.2 

percent in amount of space devoted to the two sides of the 

issue, while reinstatement stories might be misleading, 

since administrators often would not comment or were 

unavailable for comment, thus reducing the number of para

graphs devoted to that side of the story. 

Findings supported five of the six hypotheses. The 

data revealed: 

1. No statistically significant frequency of positive or 

negative bias in the O'Collegian's two major news 

stories in academic year 1989-90. 
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2. No statistically significant frequency of positive or 

negative bias in "Last Temptation" coverage. 

3. NO-- statistically significant frequency of positive or 

negative bias in reinstatement coverage. 

4. No statistically significant relationship between 

frequency of bias and subject matter. 

5. No statistically relationship between concept of fair

ness and subject matter. 

Only the sixth hypothesis was rejected by the find

ings. The research showed a significant difference in the 

relationship between concept of balance and subject matter. 
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CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY 

Two major campus news stories confronted The Daily 

O'Collegian in academic year 1989-90 when the university 

regents temporarily banned the showing of the controversial 

movie, 11 The Last Temptation of Christ," and the university 

president reinstated seven athletes who were not academi

cally eligible to stay in school. 

Both events attracted state and some national atten

tion to Oklahoma State University. 

They provoked gubernatorial intervention, protests 

from some faculty and students, and the movie issue 

included a lawsuit filed against the university and regents 

by the ACLU on behalf of a group of faculty and students 

calling themselves the Committee for the First Amendment. 

The~O'Collegian published 41 front-page news stories 

in the six weeks of the movie controversy, and 23 page-one 

stories when it broke the news about the reinstatement of 

athletes. 

The O'Collegian's coverage of both events won national 

and regional awards for journalism excellence. However, 

some critics said the coverage projected too much negative 

news about the university and was unfair to university 

administrators and regents. 
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The purpose of this research was to determine by con

tent analysis if stories about the topics were slanted, 

contained bias or were unfair or unbalanced. 

The theoretical framework was based upon the belief 

that the media have a responsibility to the public under 

the social responsibility theory. 

The theory and media codes were applied to the 

O'Collegian's coverage to determine if the newspaper acted 

responsibly and if its coverage was objective, fair and 

balanced, as the journalism awards would indicate. 

This study utilized content analysis to measure fre

quencies of bias and the concepts of fairness and balance, 

as established in published studies, and applied the mea

surements to O'Collegian coverage of the events in 1989-90. 

To do this, the research attempted to replicate parts 

of the methodologies of four previous endeavors: "Covering 

Conflict and Controversy: Measuring Balance, Fairness, 

Defamation," by Todd F. Simon, Fredrick Fico and Stephen 

Lacy in 1989; "How Time Stereotyped Three U.S. Presidents," 

by John c. Merrill in 1965; "Time Magazine Revisited: 

Presidential Stereotypes Persist" by Fred Fedler, Mike 

Meeske and Joe Hall in 1979; and "Time and Newsweek Favor 

John F. Kennedy, criticize Robert and Edward Kennedy" by 

Fedler, Meeske and Ron Smith in 1983. 

categories of bias used to determine objectivity were 

formulated from the previous studies: attribution bias, 
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adjective/adverb bias, outright opinion, contextual bias, 

headline bias and photographic bias. 

The concept of fairness was measured by determining if 

contact was made with someone representing the two major 

sides of controversy, and the concept of balance was mea

sured by using the absolute value of the difference of 

paragraphs devoted to the two sides in each story. 

Six specific hypotheses were formulated: 

1. There is no significant frequency of positive or nega

tive bias in the O'Collegian's two major news stories 

in academic year 1989-90. 

2. There is no significant frequency of positive or nega

tive bias in "Last Temptation" coverage. 

3. There is no significant frequency of positive or nega

tive bias in reinstatement coverage. 

4. There is no significant relationship between frequency 

of bias and subject matter. 

5. There is no relationship between concept of fairness 

and subject matter. 

6. There is no relationship between concept of balance 

and subject matter. 

All front-page news stories published within the peri

ods of the controversies were analyzed in the study. In 

total, 64 stories--41 movie and 23 reinstatement--and nine 

photos were examined. 

Two coders worked independently in reading the arti

cles. They recorded instances of bias in positive, nega-
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tive and neutral categories, and recorded the concepts of 

fairness and balance. Coders met to discuss items of dis

agreement or ambiguity in an attempt to reach common agree

ments. Articles or points in which no agreement could be 

reached were discarded from the study. 

Coders identified 849 occurrences of bias in the 

study. As data collected were nominal, chi-square analysis 

was used to examine content differences and relationships 

in the stories. The 95 percent level of confidence was 

used to determine which differences were statistically sig

nificant. 

The findings supported the first five hypotheses but 

rejected the sixth. 

Chi-square analysis shows the coverage significantly 

neutral and no significant difference in the relationship 

of bias and subject matter. 

Of the 849 items, the coders classified 812 as 

neutral, 32 as negatively biased and five as positively 

biased. 

Tests showed no significant difference in fairness 

shown between the two major stories. More than 80 percent 

of "Last Temptation" stories successfully contacted both 

sides or contained statements as to why contact was not 

made. Seventy percent of reinstatement stories had suc

cessful contact or explanation. 

Balance of the two stories is significantly different 

with movie stories more balanced than reinstatement sto-
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ries. Movie stories were split 58.8 percent to 41.2 per

cent in amount of space devoted to the two sides of the 

issuer while reinstatement stories were divided 74.5 per

cent to 25.5 percent. However, figures for reinstatement 

stories might be misleading since administrators often 

would not comment or were unavailable for comment, thus 

reducing the number of paragraphs devoted to that side of 

the story. 

Discussion 

Because the study deals with the universe of all 

locally written, front-page stories published in roughly 

two six-week periods in fall 1989 and spring 1990, fe~ if 

any, generalizations should be made beyond this group of 

stories. 

Also, because of the transient nature of student-news

paper staffs and the shifting personalities of staffs 

caused each semester by changing editors-in-chief, it is 

difficult to generalize beyond this group of student jour

nalists. 

Editors said the O'Collegian was pro-movie and anti

reinstatements on the editorial pages, but steps were taken 

to ensure objectivity or at least the appearance of objec

tivity on the news pages. The findings of this study indi

cate the editors were effective in their efforts not to 

allow those prejudices to spill onto the news pages. 
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Instances of negative bias did occur, but they were 

few in number. Contributing factors could be reporting 

that was overly zealous, sloppy editing, time limitations 

caused by imminent deadlines and space limitations for 

headlines. Overall, news pages indicate objective report

ing, relatively free of bias in coverage of the events. 

However, the editorial pages show the staff was 

adamant in its support for First Amendment rights to see 

the movie and unyielding in stating the university's aca

demic mission and questioning the ethics involved in rein

stating the athletes. 

Perhaps the charges of unfairness by critics were gen

erated by the editorials and columns of opinion. The crit

ical letter from regents CEO Jerrell Chesney, for example, 

was in response to a column of opinion on the editorial 

page, not coverage on the news pages. 

Another factor could be that readers sometimes confuse 

news pages that are designed to provide objective accounts 

of news events and editorial pages that offer opinions and 

a public forum for free expression. Also, the O'Collegian 

editorial page, published twice weekly in 1989-90, probably 

has a higher impact in a traditionally 8- to 10-page paper, 

as was the O'Collegian in 1989-90, than the editorial page 

in major newspapers containing many more pages. 

Even though few generalizations can be made beyond the 

1989-90 staff and time period, the analysis can be used to 

determine the quality of stories of a college student news-
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paper, The Daily O'Collegian, in its coverage of two spe

cific controversies involving the school's president and 

regents~ Some generaliza~ions about findings could be pro

jected toward the content of future O'Collegian coverage of 

similar events and coverage of news events, especially ones 

involving administrators, regents and authority figures. 

This research could be used as an educational tool to eval

uate performances at the O'Collegian and help its leader

ship assess the newspaper's performances and social respon

sibility roles. 

Conclusions 

The student staff at The Daily O'Collegian faced a 

unique situation when two major news stories broke in aca

demic year 1989-90. It undoubtedly was quite a challenging 

and educational experience for the young editors and 

reporters. 

The O'Collegian coverage drew accolades from journal

ism experts and criticism from some readers, university 

administrators and regents. 

For its efforts, the newspaper produced the first 

runner-up for College Journalist of the Year and received a 

regional Pacemaker Award and an All-American rating from 

the Associated College Press. Its coverage also received 

national awards from the William Randolph Hearst Foundation 

and regional awards from the Society of Professional Jour

nalists and the Southwestern Journalism Congress. 
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The author concluded that the O'Collegian was deserv

ing of its national and regional awards for journalism 

excellence. 

This study shows overall coverage was objective with 

96 percent of occurrences of bias classified as neutral. 

Positive bias was almost non-existent, and although nega

tive bias did occur, its frequency was relatively low. 

The previously cited critique by the Associated Col

legiate Press sums the matter up from the viewpoint of 

outside critical judges: "Publication is very well-done. 

Overall, publication is first-class." 
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thoucfttolthet'lll~· tt..Wthe,_.... _ 
".n ....... ot.-..r ........... ~~~~ta....._. tD .. 
.,;.~~·:,~;;:;.:::. ,,_,. 
,.,..,........~-..~-"*-'-,...,.,.., 

u-.4 J- ................ --.. ...... '"" u. rn .... n .... ~. 

A~ ot ....._ 20 ,....,,. U.O pd:ec.d. 
.llyrild Con'tftllioft c..- In ~ CkJ, • 
.... tht aa..t~dcM ot tM U.S. 5«fttuy ol Ectw. 
do.~.~~ .... c. ...... •he ... "'-ittnr ttwdt)'. 

G<Pr. Ht nry Beflmaa. ... - iJI St&t.tter .. 
• ,. tot lfl tit~- r.-. ..... .. ...... 
._,_,'l'm Mt talrift(aiiWWICor OI' .....,_ 
dlf 111ft. UJih·tf"'itiett"" pbcn DI Cre.t:holtcht Ulll 
lhlltlllroWd--rntno:ttod.' ' 

........ ".1 

Brothers Ia arms ........... .....,..,. .... .., ............................. ... ..................................... ..., ......... _..., ... ..... -wt.t•-..... 

Faculty slams 
Campbell role .,T ... a-&a 
..... SUif ... ri!Nr ............. 
~·-.... 
~ S... U'li..r~~ty faNitr ...,_.... 
~w.......,.-... .... 
........ .... .. ~.Pl'ellideMJ .... 
c:..,w" .......... ....... ........., ........, • ....,.,"'Tht .._T...,wtion 
.ta.n... .. .. -... 

A..bllcZ50f.IDIItJ_...._hetmlnct7 
...-lntt.~~MIIther 
,._. ..,__. ~ the 8olrd of R.fpn~& Cor 
~ AU Colecw' adfo& at • f.Wty 
-artr in u. s.r.-Cftter e-m naa. 
TM~tiufl. intreotuccdt.,.~u....hJ 
prof-~ lA..,, lllid. ''Not_, n1 he 
(~_.. • ._.. .. ..__..,. ,.... un . 
..,...till lawt- will! e..,.. I'08tina .,. ct.,...... .............. ~oltu. 
.. o/....,.....froM tM .............. N 
~iohil.......,otdltlai.....,.. n. 
-ol.th. ...... .,..........,..,._ 
........ ftl .............. pro~--... 
.U..." 
c...-a .... OIIJ , ....... P'rtlidmt't 

01111 -.d ..... ous.. ............ ,..,... tat -va.. ......... ,.,~MainJ-
.............. Uwr~Nty.....---
.. ~U. .............. W"c.t.-.d..,._,~ .....,....,br u......-u .t.us.,t. ==·--............... tt.~. .. ~ ........ ~ .. , ....... .,.., ... ,...._... 
with IMG111a- o( ~ -...·• hi ... ""'""-Ia 
tN,..._. .. IbltMU.-dt.tM~ 
8rdh1MkMU...f.x.ltr ''..t~mM1 1n.firidual 

...-.w.-..·· to.c..-...rr-u.cr-d. 
He ..W ctlne ._._...to t.COMiderld. ,..,U.a-d.•• ..... M. -. 'Ioc.d• 
~U.Na.s..or.d.thl~ubdU. 
~'-I...,. Mill thitdc..npbliwUta 
lwtt..s-d'• ...... 
n.~iDd.-.t; 
0 c.-. .... ,...... .... r.cind-.,..., .. 

.. ,... u. ~ ol'*'- 1110 ,.,.._ ... 
,.._..._ r.u. .... wtdl £~ -0 __ .. _ .. 
~_ ... ___ ... 
~ fGf' ,. ~ su.u a.. 
.trill ........ SGA ~ IJ. MeCo,, tlle 
eclhorW .cd' ol die DliiJ' O'Cclllpll - oa
~n.-...,.... .................... 
..etmtN~oltM&n . 
. .,...,. ... ~~---- ..... ...a. ............................. .. --.._..., .... 
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O'~Q!J~gian ____ _ 
Regents yield to 'Temptation' 
Chesney quits 

er yes' vote 

lbe Dual bour .,_.. __ IL_..._.,_,._ 
-·.....---·~1.-T-

·CFA 'astonished' at decision 
It'!' Matt )Calle 
Suntt,.,.w 
~of the Commltta IM" tJw Flnt Ammchnenl ..W U., 

wn9 ··-~·· by 1 decilioft of U. 0 \lahoma AAII &o.rd o( 
~" Friday, mdinc •"-l many I&UCMnta and readtJ twl 
..allftlllftilltenlpl. lt.~hip lllthllni•tnity . .. ~,~ . .. ~ .. .... u.... ~..-.... 
-oltheCFA. 

T'lw Nl" .. .,..._.,_.,..., .,...at L.. E. 000.." Str
-..rte .._Ute Ult....._ lbW UN-.hr.............,. to 
..,_II&Nftlm.·.,.,..~.-tT ..... otO..."._....., ... _. 
la.w.dluthi-M~ol~--w... ...... 

....._erA ,.,......tat~t"CI'itict.du....-.r---. 

.,.~.......,.ertt.ntm. 
.... diM JJO,.,...-... ...... .....-...... ,...,.... ......... _,. .................... ,... 

~...,~,.....tt.. ... . .. , • .....,.it ... __....... .... ...,.ltidiMic...r..,cr.t ....,__ _ . .,..._.,_,. ..._ .. _ .,_, 
~ .. ~ ........... they ............ 
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~!""""'"The Daily 

' ! O'~QD-~~gian 
Val 95-No It Tuesday, January 2::1,1,0 

7 athletes with low grades reinstated 
~ Re~bert A Ridtt~G.,. ~~ audemic aasesm~.ent program, one Monday that the aeven players "a.re.a't 
CoprEdltor Rol!l Mid, 'E:r.eepllona were made at Exceptions were made at pia~ wu allowed lntu the Wlege of lzl. scl!ooL That s all I have to uy, 

Seven Oklahoma State Unlvft'!lty another level b•gher than mme and 1m! another level higher than mlne Blllitleu and another WM mostated m- penod I think this w being blown out of 
footbAll playt"n ~Wre allowed to renw11 atudratl wen radnutted •ho du:l not 
m IIChool dt« failinR to meet rrummwn med.theerltma.. and ftve students were read- to the CoUege of Aria and Sdences pt'tlportion ' 

&bert Saudmeyer, dean of the Col-
p:!e reqwrementll ror f!lf'Dilment It "Whr,lcaa'tans.rer 1 wu told to" m.Jtted who did not meet the lei'e of Bumness., sud a player WU ao. said au sevea p~.syen had oom-
osu un••!ll"'!!tJ omaaJawd Monday Vice Preaidi:Dt for Acadeauc Affms criteria. Why I cant amwer • em-oiled Into the Business CoUege after pleted II p~ penod In the aca 

CtM;r Ro.. director of AesdMnlC AI Jazrte~~ Bogr.. said he kntll' seven denue usesameat progr.un deslfTied 
fair~ Admuustnlian. !lUI die WM mid playm~ hod beoen allowed to stay In -Cindy Ross. Rolli called and asked that the player be 

lor Mlldenta llrito ue failing In l'1!glll.v 
on J:m. 11 to retntrt.lte five playm In a achool although thetr grades were toa Director of Academic 

allowed mto the eollege 
college enrollment. Of the 2U student~~ 

M:Miemie -.meat ptolfl"'lhh .dte' .. Affairs Admlnlstratlcm Sandmeyer 8Ud be dxl not bebeve the IDthePf'Oii'Ml,RoulaldllOCalled.. 
titer W !&Bed to meet ftlqllimMnta to BotP knew who made the order, but player's grade. were hfah enough to 00 

retnafA earoDed In the IIJ'Oiftftl. which wbcn uted w.ho th<l order came fn:lm, 
''There• • number of tbmp bemg 

elli'ODed. At OSU, atudenb rnuu haw Sbe S&d three of the 4Ye playwa 

II • pn*dcmu"J period lor fllllml' aluo be aid, ''I don t11NAttoumrerthat." either a 18 GPA In 98 hours. L8 fn. 88 alto1l'ed bad&: Into the program b&d ap-
tt.nra, studentl m•lftalle a20 eom U.slidbe&d110tmalu! thededslon l'l'tleWI!d about the IS5e!lllnftlt pro- to 72 hoon ~ a:ZO fn. arer 72 hoiU"S to pealedMrinit!aldedaiofatonotllllow 
potdt. pw;la poUlt • ..,... Ill 13 hours OBU pre1idaat Campbell waa cram.' Cunpbell &~~d Fridq "One of ............... them to r'O"e!U'I)IL A.lao, RoM sazd I 
ol dauta to "maUl hi tchooL ~~ b tMnD~eat Monday Ro the tbfop "'N safnl to look d ll d Whltl liked If .. thoup.t Campbell bid other atudetata who appealed a:nd we 

Whtn .Ued .. , 11M ~ the IUd Fndq that tt. bad Wed Otu of ~ant balq v.t.:l "'- ...... ~~tIn that theJ wveat 
ft"' piarwn. Roll uid. 'B~CUZM ol the Arts and 8cleacn Smith Holt to readmit 

ou-r ICudata. •• bad. roquested the rwlnsbitementl, 

RMittvlty of the fta, I reltt rou to a plqer whoM fradn Wl!l'e Dot hfdl RouaaidtiWinadcHtloatotbeO.. 
~Mid, 'I pe11 that'1 what 

AD NVeu werw ' given uerr opportu 
P~dent JoM Campbell lflf' ua an enough ttl be emvfted plaJen.tlomllbeaJJawedbldl:la.totbe Athlel:le ~Mf"'la Roderidc uld rdtT'toplllltheirp-ldaup &allald 

·L-The Daily . 

'lol.ts-Nt.w 
J~~ o~~Qt~~gian __ ~OM 

Campbell takes blame for reinstatements 
.,_AI- --· nile tMir p.cla She -.oaJd not wftllctrewtromadloola.Fridl.,, t&tott.ntodo~poll6-

....... ,_ ........ 
Copr&IU.r "frwamclallllolllllll'llbePDI ..,. wba W told her to make ea llida.aJODei,OSUf'llll*u' !llua zet them a..,_ .. ..... A6ll ........ uld ,_ 

OldaJH1111a State UldYanltJ atWi!lawllewen,.._ from tM _ ................. ..w Colbert,ajuDiorDOitiQIII'd ..::--.~ -:.......-::: .,. .. w .. calbd to Campo 
f'Taldtont Jolm ll CMipbel ... 

__ .... _ .. , 
....... fllthlltlllilbfi:Jolthe from EJ Reno, and Keith. • - b.a ..._ Ilk orW ro rebeat.a 

Ttltlllla1 he II 'aet, ~,. ~ .... tM ec.hel wlllcb bllul:r, Infer Jll'l to Prenlaftt - tram AkAJeltao bodll!lllrODC pndlclftc tor ao to • hoan • dll pbiJml beau~ lie w been ln. 
forlhe~ol.,.foot- .......... ._. ............ Jolm~farUIIDIWft' Ill El Reno ,Junior Collep 11oft. weekdarial'tt.fal....._' .._Cllr_M_ .............. __ 

•dl'orttopttllftr.,....ap c..pbll would not. ., If the diJ,aocardl!ls:totMBia- Campbll Mid '"WIN llidrtC a """""'uld""--UMI1 hMI -.. ..........., rar ro. .... ....,...t..., .... _ 
••na '1'1"• bad siau -c. .... -- latolhmllldlthlak .. rn a pablo ..... oa hll adona ........ .. -. . .......... ,.., ........ ll&ad!er. wuu..n. tbcl Cu1tOD dal. ~ M a urdnnitJ 

w .. _ 

"I • HI•IJ rnpon1lbla," c.,.... .......... fl_. n..osu_...t,._., .... -- .tmiiDon al; N« - .. obUpr.dtobelfltbernllllt '1t ce:rtCal)' iiii'IDttbfac ... 
Cunphdl saW. "I tiH • the WioMINI'to ..... dla k h plaJin J.d 'liritbdraWII dleaatem OkliMma Junkw Col- lade!nk:aDJ ... not juJl \a tv. repntl) doa't coadone, .. ........ 

___ .... 
tram • ...., 1'be Jlve ................. ...,. ........ ...... S...,. IDI ''But I can't lit lad 

"""""""""' ........... --""""-
___ .,.. 

meet the Khool'• requirenktnta. "We can'& IIWQW treat. !!Wd8ata 

____ ..... 
pla.ycrsbe~.tt.OSU -'d...., ....... t-DiioWio bert. ..,..._.,.. Let l.eltb, .ICCOI'Ilinc fo I_....,. in NE0'1 -~tba-.beCIIIZII ....... 
~to&dhftdurlncU.Irst. ...... aiMII toodd FJiapm Clll lr"•••• Corull Cuaoa, -- tbi!J (atlda1a) haft.~ S.qp aid CunpbeU hid DOt 

..U ol the spm11 NDIIIder wldch Jm II .,_U...,. bid eompin.f • ,...._ ltlcQ Bloebr, ... """""'...tho ............ UIIIIUDtofpwaa"'tODtflem" ttOtffteri her that. he w.wld be --
playtn Uleeoll:besfelt' dew.rred --""'"""''" frelldMa m.... WWlaml aB tlll:ieatl beemle M fell "'we owe """"' ................... , Seec..,lleDN J 

t: 
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{{ 
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Bellm on requests investigation by regents 
bJ Robert A RhleeGV 

Academic adviser explains reinstatement 
l95SOSUahuar.a. 

CowErl/lor C&mpbeD Bald W«<ne!day Oult 
Gov Henry Betlmon reque*d AthledcDireetorMJT!)nRoderiek 

Thursday th1.t the Board of bJ Roltm. A. Rlckaov Chd ... niMtated with defidaat andea, aid Campbell aam- requaled that the _.. playen 
Re,enta for Oklahoma Aoi:M Col- Cop,r£dl,.,. 'IDIIAell ao. to 1dl ofllcl ..... -- &II. altimatlzm" to rw-uroll 

... ,_.., 
le~tt~S Investigate Oklahoma State An &eademic adv!M:r &aid 'l'h:lnclaJ tlld Presldmt 1o1m ........... F1n p .. yerl wtthdn!w from 
Uni~t)' Pntllnknt Joha Camp-

Camptd ordered Ae.dnde; A&ln ~ diNd.or "Bhl eant clowa ,. tt. aflb - IDiil ..... "'1dd I! whd OSU Moftli&J sa1d Ullldale 
bf!U s order to re.ftlt:lt.e senu 

CIDif1 Boa to reioltaW MV4UiootJ:*I plalftll "nprdlea oCIM Campbell tald raa - ud. tfl.fl II wba&: - bw Ill flit.'' nptrv Gllltl: Jcmee A sinh 
footbaDpl3yenthatdidDOt~ 

ra1es' Ia Campbdl'a ofJice ID tha preaeace t:Jl AtbletlrllllNcUr l'llrUJpdi..W. ... toM .. and .. .a (at the 8ft eoun.elcn) pU.yer frell!man wwle r«e~•u 
l'nrollment reqmrementa. 

MJTCIDJtoftrickand.footbaD eo.m PJIJODeS. 

,... .......... _______ 
Tony Brown. wlthdn-w Wedneso 

In a letter to regentl Cbalr Scat Purla!yplle, who flu OOtmllled aD Mfell at tbe pra,.. a...mt.r,,...J .. , 
woman Carolyn Savap Bcll!mm S.vqe IWd tbe lfiVe!dptiOI\ 
Lnatrueted Ule board to mvestipt.e treatment Oft the osu camptll ' ftqUiftDlCI.tofequalprol:ilctioa." tidpaUt .ICtfniJ ill: tbe osu b aid. Ualfl ... Ibid out what. the lboakl: be eoncluded kl "a pretty 
the l'l!lnstatements and report 1t1 Bellmon aid iD thti lett«, whldl ....... - _ .. 

l8da .. I cma't ..,. what wfU lhortperlodoftune • 
nndm~P to the Speaker of tho Ok wuuntWIIIhl~y Saqpakt Wedne!dQ' llhe .._ ....... "Well find oat what. can be 
tahoma House of Repre!entatiwl 'ThJw m.ltler II highiJ damqlq BeUmon llao wrote a letter ill IP'Okentootht:rl"fPPIGIJidtheir done d there hu hem meqwty 

S~e LeW11 and the Senate Pro totheendibllityoftba~t}' stnletin« the ehairmM of the Ole. mwatfptiol'l ril bqln •u .,. ''We do ...ant ltUdentll to be sheaald 'Utherehllbeen weU 
Tempore Robert Cullison ead the sta&e tugbv educadon llhoma 5Ute Boud of Reaeta. upolllible" trestedt.irtJ lllllld •e wut stu. put somdblltf m place u a afe-

'Recent n~w• reporta mdic:ate tyatezn •nd eould. nsult m litlp nm aam.. ta ram. • subaJnmut;.. "We need to Jet down Md ftDd denbl to pUuate wrtb a degree lll8'd ag1in~t th1a happenm~t 

the ponlhllity or lnlqlnt.lble lion based upon the eon.titutum s tel of u. ~tate repntl to ........ oat. what the fada -." 8aftp tbeJ ean be pnnacl.' Mid SaftKe a """" .. 
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t~~ O'~~QJJ~gian -·-· ·~ 
Petition calls for Campbell's resignation 
~H~~w 

A arnp of et•4u&a calli•• 
UM!Mti""' lilt._.. W A~t..._.. 
~rllriftulati"'f•JII'ddl- .... iac , .. eM._.... ~·t'- el Qtla. 
~ sw. lht~ p~,. 

~ .... -.. .......... _,.. .. ~~a ....... _. . 
"-" .................... .. 

·· W4 J. 1.-. .,._,., SAl 

Vet.tS-Ne. Ill 

Regents: his 
skills eclipse 
his mistakes ., ....... -e-WAUIEI-TM~ ,u,.....,,.,..._.tri'N. 
.,., f( tenf~Mt~N M P,. __ .,_._ 
etMi ~~foot fiW ~tNtioft, 
fac~~Hr _, tt\!~Wnw • 11t 
MidtU.Votiff~ 

··nan., .,;p.~ .. et tM 
~for.-1..-iMtP,.. 
i4tllt CampiJtll, ••· die 
~ta~LWO.. 
c~·· ~hh"*'t.~ 

-~---.... .. II'MICabs .......... 
~-- w,...._..w ,....,.,,....,.........._.. 

··uu.w--...._ 
MlttftCIOitMfld'*-* 
........... ......_tt ..... -r.• 
p ..... rur_...,..._. .,...,lAC ___ ._ ........ .._ ........ . .__ ................. .. ................. ~ -,. ,............ 1·1 ...... 
,.._, ,_ ..... oldr..t---.,__... ..... 
......... ru.UI1 tri~ ............ ,....... _ ... _ 

'"l ............. o~ _ .... _ 
........ .-..:. 

...,._LI.'"O... .. Itt
tapr ..,.... tM .......... 
~ .. -_ .... _ ... 
·=.:.~--.:= -kltlliiiiCMNII~ ... -..M •• w.te..,. 
Mll't) c••tinetl •flu· ................ ,. .... ,~ .... ............. .....,.... ............ ~ .. 
(" ............... .............. ~ 
•W.f.-..etblf& .... ..... ...... ~ .... ,.....tl. 

........... ...,.,.. rertJn. _.,__...,,.. ........ LIIc 
~l«tMCWNfltllbideatbaoty,"" ,..... ... u,..,...·,..,.. .... 
&&ill --.. 1.001 ... twM. AhcMl 110 

tll%'00~-··'-"~ru.J......_ ....... 
""'" tlloe Mtir .. d ftu ... llcr •f 
~-lfl~t..w.-.. saW.._ .,.,.. .. ,....u....,...,.. .. -~ ...... _ ..... ..........., 
c..,~te~• ... ._ II M e."t • hi 
..................... J--. ..... .......... ..., ... ... 
.... c...-. .......... ..... 

...-OIV ..... ,.._. .. ~ The lea«. lkt.t.r-. 21. wuliped bow OW'_.. YM ra'ldo u.t tt,· ,._.., .... -'~,. bp ............ -t t.roo eo-ciW,_n. .,......_ .. ......._,..,,~.·· 

..,._... ~oplllowlt.a..MdJo.phAnlhony. ,._...._ .., ..... u................ n.~ettaoraiiDiiltllllodwf'ltl.ldent.l' ................. J.......... ~---" .... .....,....,. ,._. 
• .,_, ... ._. ... ......_.. dl"f ol Mll.ooe • • ~nil ,...... 

fa 1 ...._ .. ~ die .,_, _,;· tt. t.dt ol "~ MtiiHI dur-
..,..., ..,. _.,_, ..... ,_. ..,...,.. illllfUM~IIUI'I'fiUfWtifiCUWfUm 
Y~~:.w .......... ,w.-.-o.n~ ..,.. .... T..,......_olc~- _, ................ u.,...... IMfM .... Ihll~~ .......... 
efU..-...t.fr,'nle~of mollilk......,..tioft to(IWdtrlb'). ,.. ........................ , ....... .. 
....... ..,..._ elOIU ._... "l'relilllftt C....,. -..t ~ ._..........,fll .. ....._..,. .,.....,...,.....,., RonMdltto~ .,__.._....,..,_r.cut. ...._..._._...~Koweu ..... -~to . ....., ....... , 

... .. ~.,.,.,......"''·· 
-~~ ......... wtthhinl 
...._r~'' Jolro"""""Mid.IU.F. 
......,..,..,.,...,..,...llt:!,.m.~'
.,., ....._ ..W. _. ··-a.,.tot.1111 
wido .... _. tll.re u. ..... ,.. ,._, 
MdtehP!VhanwtW.. ... 

........ .................. atthfo ....,... ..... ~.....,"\I. t, ... .._.,t.C..StadJltop.,. .. 
• ............ olttte--,.w+th .,_,..... 

~eDally,-------------------------------

O'Collegian 
011..._,.._ St•te Uttt...,-,ity, Sllll••t~r, 01111. 11,001 CetNft PTtfttecl 

-.-....wet.~ 
~t•"••t Gn"tltiUftlftt 

A-.ociaUoto f"r~nt Kl"' 
1kCoJ .... ltlldentl ... 
.....,...llttt.cledlioft . ... r.,.,. 4lMPpoklte4." 
.. ..W. '""tlw7' IU. Npfttl) 
......,........,.. .. f~Q' 
c-d ... 9GA'topinlofl• ... _. 

"lt't ,..., ,..... 1M& ..., ........ ~ . ... ., ............. . 
......... ...,na~~~.. .. ... -n......-· ............ 
_,.._.., .._. ~·· riiiiUill•lftt ef ,,.,,. 
dolltftt.odill~ .... '* ... -' ......... 
........ u . 
n. a-d ...... ...,..t 

FridaJ. at tM ....... ot<io"f. 
H_,. Belmoa. te ..-plalft 
OSU"trftt~Mat.lft'llfltpntlq . 

Thl l"'f"'*l ltatfrll that ..... 
t~~~t~iltnton;Nd~CNM ..... 
liorlwhH~tt.
•H"Iitr"t~- .... 

-"W•rlfl1 ... ulraor• ..., ............ ...... --.... --_ .. _,_ 
....... -... .,_ ........ ,..., ...... .......... ......, .... 

.-.........-.. c:w.~· ... 
Hath·• Ofllcll" Jll'rell 
a-, .............. _,_.,.._ ..... 
J•~• M•••s--•rf ••· ..... ..... ._ ..... 
la11,. It J .. lr ...... -........ ..,_ ..... 
....... wM. ,........,. 
~ ............ .. 
P=i!:'!t .......... ..,.., 
r-: ":.-::... "'= ~ ...... ................... 

s..c:...w~,.a. 

Investigation 
shows Causon 
expenses legal ·--.... ~,...,....... 
.... ~,.Studlftl&er· ..._a- ... ._ GDIIdUIW 

.............. thlltJilll 
c-.....-..ctlllrt'PM-ttw 
~~~~u...., . ..., ......... .., ..... .... ...,_, ................. .. __ 61_ .... ...... --· c-. ..... pollltioftl. 
f'"IIPoat' ........ chahtu 
el tM MU& N_... a.rd oi 
'*'-"' ..t ~ -l:h. .. 
.................. 000 
t.,..,_,IOA ........... Jedt' -c-...... ,....... .. 
- .... tuDO ..,. lilA .. ......... 

" T.oro wera •• writto• _ ........ .......... .,m..,_., ........ u., 
.......... ... ollldlil ............ ,...,.,. ....... 
bf..,.ooflllt.laii.WMII. 
---~thatM&lrof 

tflot~ofStudltltAtd-Yi· 
dola~o.,.aftc..C ol 
.......... wNth -term ..... 
......., poley. for flltw'l IGA 
trw"folll nptNfit.n. 
Thi~IIAtadiiii8Mr 

f011-.d " •••ral it~atancet of 
lllieeoaun•aic:ation•. llliiUMer· ..................... ,_, ...........,...N .. c-·· .. ., ...... ,..r.....,. ... 
faiW ~ ,,._.., acloqull .._......., ... .......... .......... ...,. ....... ., 
~~~~~ ........ .. ..... u.t_.. ...... .. 
.-.lin• .... - · .... _,.,. 011\ ~ ...... "ll'fi&.. 
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